
CONVEX MIRROR GLASS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

APPLICATION: 
Passenger Sports Mirror 1969-73 Mustangs

Our convex mirror glass is designed to be used on reproduction right hand (passenger side) Sports mirrors 
for 1969-73 Mustangs. The mirror glass will NOT fit original LH mirrors. For easy and fast installation, the 
mirror glass can be installed directly over the original mirror glass.  This will allow for removal of the convex 
glass if you ever want to return the Sports mirror back to original. 

We suggest using silicone adhesive type II for a secure bond.  Follow the directions on the tube of silicone 
you are using.   

Always start by cleaning the original mirror glass and the back side of the new convex mirror glass well. 

INSTALLATION:

1)  Apply silicone adhesive to the glass. A large spot in the center and a thin bead all around the perimeter 
should work well.  

2)  Press the convex glass on to the original and wipe away any excess silicone that may squeeze out.

3)  Hold the new mirror glass against the original glass for at least 5 minutes or as directed by the manufac-
turer of the silicone adhesive. 

For a permanent installation the original mirror glass will need to be broken out of the glass holder. The 
holder can be removed from the mirror head by removing the screw inside the assembly. This screw is visible 
from the front after tilting the mirror glass towards the car door. Hold on to the glass while removing the 
screw.  Before breaking the old mirror, make sure that our replacement mirror glass is the correct shape and 
size of your mirror holder.

Use extreme caution when breaking the original glass out of the holder. Eye protection and heavy gloves are 
recommended. After removing all of the old glass and adhesive from the holder, apply a generous amount 
of silicone type II adhesive to the holder and add the new convex glass. 
Hold the glass to the holder for at least 5 minutes or as directed by the manufacturer of the silicone adhe-
sive.

Re-install the mirror glass holder into the head. 

After the new convex mirror glass has been added to the right hand mirror, check the alignment while 
seated in the driver’s seat. Adjust as needed. You will immediately see that you have a much wider field of 
view of the right side.  

Note the words etched on the convex glass: “OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE CLOSER THAN THEY APPEAR” 

Use caution until you are used to your new field of view. 
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